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�I have never considered myself a serial killer: I have never kept trophies. I get no pleasure or power
from watching life depart, and would rather forget my �victims�, let alone attend their funerals. My

fulfilment comes from their survivors.�

The anonymous protagonist of The Executioner�s Tale is a religious pensioner and the most unlikely candidate to exact
justice on morally reprehensible members of society, but when an encounter with her neighbour�s abusive husband
results in his accidental death, she leaves, feeling like justice has been done for �the greater good�. 

�Now I had to ask myself: was the once human being at my feet a greater good alive or dead?
I made the decision and left him.�

This event becomes the first in a series of murders of those that are worthy of removal; candidates range from
murderous nurses to paedophiles and drug dealers. Every killing is made to protect or save the vulnerable. Our
anonymous subject sees that the courts so often do not, or cannot, provide this justice, and believes in the Old
Testament ideal of  �an eye for an eye� � or at least a punishment to fit the crime...

�One birthday has transformed me from an individual to a card carrying member of an embarrassing fraternity � the
OAPs. The unfairness of this stereotyping brought with it a more general sense of injustice and this story became a
need to vent this frustration in a positive and humorous way,� says author Ginny, of the inspiration for her novel.

Ginny Stroud spent most of working life in variety of secretarial posts, including an interesting period at the Thames Valley Police
offices. Her career diverted into educational publishing for last 15 years, where she worked as picture researcher. Now retired, Ginny
lives in Oxford with her husband and two dogs. 
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�I�M NOT A MONSTER. I AM SOMEONE
WHO CROSSED A LINE AND CHOSE

NOT TO STEP BACK.�

The Executioner�s Tale by Ginny Stroud is the
story of a female pensioner who becomes an

unlikely instrument of justice
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